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Spiril Leadership By J Oswald
The Perseverance of J. Oswald Sanders When I heard J. Oswald Sanders at the Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School chapel speaking at the age of eighty-nine say that he had written a book a year for ...
Rethinking Retirement
From time to time, every Christian ends up hiking through a spiritual desert. Our sense of God wanes. Prayer
and solitude and Bible reading seem to be a waste of effort. For many, the tendency is ...
Waiting For God
How can American evangelicals be mobilized to take better advantage of spiritual opportunities ...
“Lutheran Hour” speaker Oswald C. J. Hoffmann, chairman of a 53-member national committee ...
American Evangelicals Mount Fresh Offensive
CNN's Barbara Starr is reporting that a court has ordered the Pentagon to release Pentagon surveillance
video from 9/11 that shows AA flight #77 hitting the building. Judicial Watch has pursued this ...
VIDEO - BREAKING: Government Releasing 9/11 Video of Pentagon Crash
That period left a mental and spiritual, and even political ... was his marriage to Miss Elizabeth Oswald, a
niece and an heir of Mr. Chew’s fellow Councilor, Joseph Turner, of the most important ...
Benjamin Chew, 1722-1810: Head of the Pennsylvania Judiciary System Under Colony and Commonwealth
When Brenton Tarrant live-streamed his massacre of fifty-one Muslims in Christchurch, New Zealand, in
March 2019, he was but one in a series of lone-acting white men committing violent crime to ...
Lone Wolf Race Warriors and White Genocide
And Michael Caine and wife Shakira looked happier than ever as they enjoyed a dinner date at Oswald's
private members club in London on Wednesday. The actor, 88, cut a dapper figure in a blue ...
Michael Caine, 88, cuts a dapper figure as he and glamorous wife Shakira, 74, enjoy a dinner date
Fast-growing Irvine fintech firm Acorns Grow Inc. has raised $105 million in its latest funding round,
pushing its valuation to nearly $860 million, tripling its value since 2016, the Wall Street ...
Stories for January 2019
In 1967 a Mexican reporter told the CIA he had met Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City just before the JFK
assassination. New research and recently declassified intelligence pokes a hole in his story.
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Long read – Analysis and Comment
Behold, skeptics! This morning, a photo was released from Warner Bros. Pictures by way of Entertainment
Weekly showing Jesse Eisenberg sporting a fully shaved head in our first look at the major ...
DC Universe
But while his siblings turned away from the monstrous, race hate-filled politics of Sir Oswald Mosley and the
former Diana Mitford — whose Berlin wedding was held in the home of Nazi propaganda ...
The fascist's son who tried to destroy free Press that exposed him: Max Mosley dies at 81
Extraordinary in her thinking and exemplary in her leadership, Diamond McDonald is a political science
major from Indianapolis, Indiana. Passionate about the black community and about connecting these ...
The Walker Cup
Under the leadership of President Christopher J. Karman, Daniel’s Amish Collection has grown steadily
over more than two decades to become a leader among North American furniture manufacturers, ...
Daniel’s Amish Collection
Behold, skeptics! This morning, a photo was released from Warner Bros. Pictures by way of Entertainment
Weekly showing Jesse Eisenberg sporting a fully shaved head in our first look at the major ...
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